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1. Full Curve Pricing 
This release contains a significant upgrade to ClariNet’s integrated pricing model for both single policies and 
portfolios.  The pricing model now allows users to draw upon the full mortality curve which is specific to an 
insured (from an underwriter’s report, or from a user-defined report) rather than fitting a base mortality 
curve shape to a single point (i.e., the mean or median LE50).  This allows the underwriter’s true expression 
of mortality to be seen in point-in-time Portfolio valuations and for the impact of the curve shape to be 
realized in Risk Analysis. 

Age Life Expectancies Independently 

You can now age two or more life expectancies independently to the Valuation Date, using "mortality curve 
re-entry".  ClariNet allows you to build a mortality curve from each LE (whether using the original "curve 
fitting" methodology or the new full curve methodology) and interpolate within those mortality curves to 
calculate the mortality rate for each period.  ClariNet then blends those independent mortality rates as 
instructed by you to produce a mortality curve which doesn't just combine a single point on the individual 
curves, but takes on the shapes of the underlying curves. 
 
 
 
The use of independent aging requires the ability to interpolate multiple underwriter curves with different 
underwriting/report dates onto a series of different NDB/premium payment dates.  We expect to produce a 
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document concerning mortality curve interpolation during the next few weeks, which will be available from 
the FAQ page under the Help Menu. 
 
Using this new functionality requires that you check the box marked “Age LEs Independently” in the 
Valuation Template.  To ensure backward compatibility in pricing, ClariNet’s “Standard Valuation” Valuation 
Template does not enable “Age LEs Independently”.  You can modify your own Valuation Templates to use 
this functionality: 
 

 
 
Note that if you modify an existing Valuation Template, all saved Valuations that use this Valuation 
Template will be deleted (including entire Portfolio Valuations). To avoid this, simply copy the Valuation 
Template into another one and modify the newly created Valuation Template. 
 

 

Base Mortality Curve Changes 

We have changed the way that LE report data is applied in the single Case Valuation page.  Where you select 
a LE report which does not include a full mortality curve, you can choose a Base Mortality Table which will be 
used to derive a specific mortality curve using the relevant data from that LE report: 
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Changes to Mortality Improvement 

We have overhauled the way that mortality improvement is applied in pricing: 

 Original Approach: For each report, we have both an LE and a mortality factor (either as input or 
calculated).  The user chooses to blend either LEs or mortality factors.  Based on this, a single mortality 
factor is calculated at a specified underwriting date (oldest, newest or weighted average).  Mortality 
improvement and aging is then applied to the Base Mortality Table specified in the Valuation 
Template, multiplied by the mortality factor, to calculate a survival curve for each Insured. 

 New Approach: For each report, an aged mqx curve is calculated. This is done differently depending 
on the input data: 
o LE input: a mortality factor is calculated from the LE and the Mortality Table (using mortality 

improvement if specified).  This is then applied to the Mortality Table specified for that report 
(again, using mortality improvement if specified) and aging is then applied; 

o Mortality Factor input: this value is applied to the Mortality Table specified for this report and 
mortality improvement is applied if specified.  Aging is then applied; and 

o Full curve: the mqx values from the curve are applied with effect from the Valuation Date.  
Aging is applied to that curve. 

The diagrams below explain the change in approach.  Note that there is now a specific flag in the Valuation 
Settings (and on the single Case Valuation page) to tell the model whether to use Mortality Improvement.  
The level of Mortality Improvement is still set in the Valuation Template, but it is only used if selected in the 
pricing model: 
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Valuation Settings 

The Valuation Settings tab in the Case Summary View has been adapted to accommodate the new LE options 
for full curve pricing.  When selecting "Use Most Recent", you now have the option of selecting full curve, 
median LE, mean LE or mortality factor, and you can rank these in order of preference: 

 
This preserves flexibility as you are updating LE reports over time, as not all reports will have full curves 
included. 
 
Key to this change is shifting the selection of Base Mortality Table from the Valuation Template into the 
Valuation Settings.  This is necessary to support the use of LE reports which do not have a full mortality curve 
included. 

User-Defined LE Report Changes 

Previously, ClariNet stored the LE which was entered (or calculated from a Mortality Factor) when the user 
created it.  Now it is calculated dynamically based on the mortality table chosen at the time of valuation.  
We've also enabled the creation of user-defined LEs as part of Case Setup and added the ability to enter a 
full mortality curve as part of a user-defined LE: 
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Mqx Lookup Fix 

We identified and fixed a bug in the pricing model which affected Cases where a Policy monthiversary fell on 
the anniversary of an LE report date.  Previously, if that LE report was selected in the pricing model, a lookup 
to determine the mqx for that policy monthiversary date would return the previous mqx value. This only 
occurred if the Policy Date is the same day of the month as the LE Report date.  The impact on NPV in all 
cases was negligible. 
 

2. Mortality Profile Charts 
The single Case valuation page now has chart icons to generate a Mortality Profile for each Insured’s LE 
reports.  For the chart icon to be active, the relevant LE report must have a non-zero weighting in the 
“Blend” column. 
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The Mortality Profile for a single LE report displays a single line.  This can be set to show either mqx or 
survival probability: 
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The chart icon in the Blended row for each Insured generates a Mortality Profile for all LE reports which are 
selected and have a non-zero weighting in the “Blend” column.  It also generates a Mortality Profile for the 
blend.  The legend matches the numbers listed in the leftmost column of the LE reports table: 
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For joint life/survivorship Cases, clicking the chart icon next to the Joint LE figure generates a Mortality 
Profile which shows each Insured’s blended curve and the joint life curve: 
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3. Closing Process 

Document Verification/Contract Package 

We have modified the behaviour of the Document Verification page so that you can move between 
Document Verification and Contract Package at any time, even if some Document Verification answers are 
not yet correct. 

 

Refresh Contract Package 

When resetting an existing Contract Package, all existing documents are deleted.  We have added a warning 
as this operation is not reversible. 
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We also fixed an issue where resetting the Contract Package would not remove the Combined Package or 
reset the Contract Package Sent Date. 
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4. Portfolios 

Valuation Template Scenarios, Risk Scenarios and Base Scenario 

Each Valuation Template contains 3 basic IRR Scenarios numbered one to three.  These are used in a single 
Case Valuation or in a standard Portfolio Valuation. 
 
The Base Scenario selected in the Valuation Template determines which of these three will be used on the 
Risk Analysis page to set the “baseline” Portfolio valuation.  Additional Scenarios for the Risk Analysis page 
are set on the “Risk Scenarios” tab on the “Pricing & Risk” page menu, under the Administration menu. 
These more complete Risk Scenarios let you adjust IRR and LE bumps and multiply or add to the Mortality 
Factor, Crediting Rate and COI Rate: 
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Portfolio Summary 

The Portfolio Summary page and the Monte Carlo page each have a summary data table at the top.  
Previously the information in this table was calculated using the Standard (i.e., non-editable) Valuation 
Template.  We have changed this calculation to use the Valuation Template which is selected in the “Default 
Settings” tab of the “Pricing & Risk” page under the Administration menu: 

 
 

 
 
Note that for a saved Portfolio Valuation, the data in the summary table is calculated using the Valuation 
Template used for that Portfolio Valuation: 
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5. Underwriter Reports  

Median LE50 in User-defined Life Expectancy 

In addition to the Full Curve also introduced in this release, you can now enter a Median LE50 as part of a 
user-defined life expectancy: 

 
 

Clinical Judgement/No Table Used 

The Mortality Assessment field in an underwriter LE report is now optional.  This accommodates reports 
based on “Clinical Judgement” or “No Table Used”.  There is no need to enter a zero in these cases. 
 

 
 

Survival Probability 

You can now enter a full mortality curve  supplied by an Underwriter as the number of deaths per year. In a 
future release of ClariNet, this data will be automatically populated for certain Underwriters when ordering 
your reports through ClariNet. 
 
Note that to use this data in Pricing, your Valuation Template must have the setting  “Age LEs 
Independently” checked. 
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Excel Add-in 

 
The Excel Template in use with the Excel Add-in has been updated to include the new extended Weightings. 
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6. Other Fixes 

Case Valuation to PDF 

The second insured wasn’t shown in the PDF export of a Valuation of a Joint Life case, and the Blended LE 
was shown as “N/A” instead of the actual value. 
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Delete Valuation 

A bug prevented the deletion of a Valuation if the Premium Schedule was Manual. If the Premium Schedule 
was Illustrated or Calculated, there was no issue. 
 

 
 

DealFlow News on Home Page 

DealFlow has discontinued their RSS news feed. No suitable alternatives were found, so we removed this 
area of the Home Page. 

 

Deployment Process 

We have made some improvements to our release and deployment process to make it faster and less prone 
to error. 


